Dates for the Diary - Summer 2
Thursday 27th

Sports Day and
picnic

Monday 1st July

Year Four
Performance (1)

Tuesday 2nd July

Year Four
Performance (⅔)

Thursday 4th July

1.30pm School
field
6pm School Hall

10am School Hall
6pm School Hall

Transfer Day

Thursday 11th
July

Samba Concert

Time TBC
School Hall

Friday 19th July

Leavers’ Service TBC

St George’s Church
Time - TBC

Pick Up A Book At A
Picnic

School field
End of day

Monday 22nd
July

Last day of term

Anglo Saxons
Summer 2
2019

English
Children will be continuing to
develop their creative writing
skills in composition, grammar
and vocabulary. They will be
looking at the structure of short
ﬁction stories and creating their
own pieces using a similar
format. They will continue to
hone their editing skills by
producing ﬁnal drafts and
presenting them to their peers.
In preparation for our end of
year performance, pupils will be
studying the structure of play
scripts and planning the content
of the production.

Drama and Music
The children will be rehearsing for
their show stopping performance.
Once their scripts have been created
children will be focusing on their
spoken language to ensure their
voices are clear and projected.
Samba Percussion in classes
continues this term and the children
are very much looking forward to
their performance. They will be
looking a rhythm, pitch and tone.

Maths
Who were
the Anglo
Saxons?

How did they
communicate?

When did
the Anglo
Saxons
arrive?

WOW Questions
What happened
at the Battle of
Hastings?

What was life
like as an Anglo
Saxon?

Why were
they
warriors?

RE

PE

The children will be reﬂecting on the
School’s Vision and understanding
how it applies to them and
developing them morally and
spiritually.

In PE, the children will begin
to recognise the elements of
REAL PE programme in
preparation for Sports day,
developing the whole child
through cognitive, creative,
personal, social, physical and
health and fitness skills.

Geography and History

Children will study where the Anglo
Saxons invaded and their impact on
the United Kingdom. Children will
look at the legacy of the Anglo
Saxons and how they inﬂuenced
Britain in language and art.

Time
This term the children will be looking at
time. They will read, write and convert
time between analogue and digital 12
and 24 hour clocks. The children will solve
problems involving converting from
hours to minutes, minutes to seconds,
years to months an and weeks to days. T

Division
The children will recall multiplication and
division facts for multiplication tables up
to 12 x 12. They will divide two-digit and
three-digit numbers by a one-digit
number using a formal written layout.
As part of their division topic, children will
solve word problems to demonstrate their
knowledge and understanding.

Transition for next year
The children will be attending
another Science Transition at St.
Osmund’s where they will participate
in a series of investigations designed
to introduce them to the style of
learning in middle school.
To support the transition process, the
children will be attending a Transfer
Day on Thursday 4th July to their new
school.

